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The Amazon Journey Guidebook

Disclaimer: The content found herein is for informational purpose only, and is in no way intended as medical advice,
as substitute for medical counseling, or as a treatment/cure for any disease or health, psychological or psychiatric
condition nor should it be construed as such. Always work with a qualified health professional before making any
changes to your diet, prescription drug use, and lifestyle or exercise activities. The information is provided as-is, and
the reader/viewer assumes all risks from the use, non-use, or misuse of this information. This material has been
created to offer opinions only through the discussions herein.
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Some Definitions Before We Begin
Little Red Recorder: The Little Red Recorder is the actual red, handheld, audio recorder that
Daniel Gutierrez used to record the ambient sounds of the Amazon Jungle.
Simulation: The use of the word “simulation” within this work is to describe the totality of
senses used while listening to the audios. For example, meditation audios are created mostly to
calm the mind, so a higher state of contemplation or awareness may be achieved. However,
simulation allows the listener to move a step beyond meditation, and experience an even higher
sense of awareness, called Parallel Awareness. That is why this work is so powerful. Although
the audios include environmental, ambient, atmospheric, and orchestral sounds, it’s how they
are blended that makes them so special.
Parallel Awareness: The ability to see non-duality from the perspective of duality. The term
Parallel Awareness comes from the Tesserean (Tessera Method) works and allows the listener to
gain a heightened sense of self, environmental shift, and consciousness. To see beyond the eyes
is a gift everyone should receive.
The Amazon Guidebook: is a guidebook that shares how to use The Amazon Complete Journey
audios. Please read it thoroughly to understand the true value of this series.

Some Hurdles and Some Solutions
Most people will think they can’t fully experience simulations because they’re comparing them
to meditation, visualization, or brain entrainment. Let us show you a few reasons why this kind
of doubt, or judgement, should be removed.
1. There’s no need to clear your mind, as the simulations allow your mind to fill in the
blanks. This is done through emotional engagement. A simple song is usually enough,
but now you’re about to step into a world filled with sounds from the Amazon
jungle. These all support an overwhelmed mind by offering something most other
experiences do. Novelty and beauty.
2. If you can’t “go silent” because of your environment (or have tinnitus aka, ringing in the
ears), that’s okay because each simulation is filled with layers of atmospheric sounds and
music, which will cover most, if not all of that up. You will quite literally be stepping
into environments that constantly shift and change, so, a little background noise in your
own environment may enhance this kind of auditory expression.
3. Mind chatter is helpful with your experience. When listening to the simulations, the mind
will show you things normal meditation audios can’t. This is the most beautiful part,
because it’s our current, and ever-changing, life-situations which project new things each
time we experience a new audio module. The point to all of this is to evolve and
transform. That’s what we all want. We want to continue to live through an inspired life
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that changes, evolves, and feels like a creative success each and every day.
4. The ability to visualize is NOT paramount. That’s right, you may think that when
listening to an audio you must have the “supernatural” ability to visualize. This is NOT
what the work is about. Yes, it can help, but there’s a problem that must be addressed.
You see, when we imagine something in the future, it produces a false sense of
assumption. How many times have you said, “it’s not what I thought it would be?”
Well, you’re only fooling yourself if this is the story your mind is telling itself. In short,
we don’t need to be visualization masters to experience the results of our own
projections.
Our projections may come in the form of epiphanies, future recognitions (“ah-ha”
moments while observing past, or present experiences), or simple emotional reactions
(chills, tears, etc.) during the simulations and accompanied audios. There is never a need
to “see” something that may not yet be there. This is how we fool ourselves. False
projection (assuming a future outcome), will hinder ANY kind of breakthrough you
intend to have. In fact, waiting for a breakthrough itself, can hinder the ability to have a
breakthrough. I wrote the following to support this.
“Change does not happen in the familiar.”
We must step outside of ourselves in order to see ourselves. We must walk away from the
world we know, so that we may build a world we haven’t yet experienced. And, to
believe we need a specific talent to do so, is to literally blind the self from the possibility
of gaining a vision we don’t currently have.
The following audio experiences are made to unravel the distance between self, and true self.
Each time we return from the experiences, we bring back that energy into our physical lives. The
more visits into The Amazon, the more strongly the effects of those visits are experienced in daily
life.

It’s All About You
This is the most important thing I can share with you right now. YOU, are the most
IMPORTANT part of your personal explorations within The Amazon work.
I came up with another saying a few months ago.
“There are two types of people in this world. Followers, and artists.”
This isn’t meant to upset you, if you’re not an artist. It’s meant to prove a point. The point, is
that too many of us follow others which is a somber kind of enabling. We buy products and
materials, only to trust those who have written and/or created them for our own
breakthroughs. Then, if we have a breakthrough, we too often can’t find reason to reward
ourselves because it wasn’t our experience that brought us there.
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The Amazon work REVERSES this.
As an artist, faith is placed upon the self, not someone else. Sure, we may be inspired by others,
but it’s still our creativity that produces the end result of our projections. That is why knowing it
is us who project ourselves during an Amazon simulation, it’s easy to see that it’s also us who
should take credit for any revelation and/or breakthrough that follows.
So, when you go through the followings experiences, no matter the reflection of your experience,
you are the piece that is always missing. You are the wizard behind the screen. AT ALL
TIMES. This is NOT about Daniel and my work, our skills, or our … whatever. It’s about YOU
and how the power within you gets projected upon the walls or your own creative essence. We
are here to simply help bring out what is already lying dormant within you.
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The GRID
The Grid was created as a framework for use of atmospheric
simulations. As you’ll quickly notice, this is not just a set of audio
modules to help you relax. Yes, they are very well tailored for that
purpose, too, but that is not the totality of their potential.
The Grid was created to allow us to flow from our physical location,
to the locations within The Little Red Recorder Series. In this case,
The Amazon Complete Journey.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE AUDIOS
The key focus of The Amazon experience, is to follow through the three steps of The Grid.

Step One
Focus on absolutely nothingness, or oneness. The feeling of no-body, no-self, no-location. This
allows us to step into a set of feelings beyond the body.

Step Two
Focus on the feeling of movement from non-physical (non-duality) to a sense of beginning, or
duality. This is done by realizing that when you’re listening to Daniel in the Amazon Jungle,
you’re also in your home/office/studio in your physical body. This, is Parallel Awareness.

Step Three
We are gifted the opportunity to move us into a place where we may begin to feel the presence of
our true self (Source) as we re-enter the full feeling of natural duality, or being human, and
appreciating what is before us. At this point, the memories of The Amazon audios will stay with
us even after we’re done listening to them. This is a way to carry their lessons, beauty, and
whatever experiences you may have had, with you throughout your day

The Progression of The Grid
Space
To begin without resistance, we must not introduce anything familiar to the body.
We must begin our journey into The Amazon, with absolute nothing, so that the
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body does not try to govern the experience. This, is the open canvas of space where nothing
familiar can be seen, felt, or found. It is the beginning of something new, without the constraints
of anything known. It is our full awareness simply because that is all that can exist here.
Remember, if the body wants to change it will most often focus on what it wants changed.
This is like focusing on the pain only to know when it’s gone. The result, is full time suffering
with no end. And, since the brain can only focus on one thing at a time, the body with all its
memories, constraints and challenges, will govern the experience.
In short, we must remove the body.
Although we are still utilizing the body to be aware of the experience through our senses, the key
is to soften the basic need for contrast, judgment and comparison DURING the actual experience
of each module itself.

Source
Moving to the next point of The Grid, we are establishing a set of senses that are
beyond the physical body. What we are preparing for is actually seeing and
feeling from Source itself.
This is like stepping into a new body, only to realize that it encompasses everything we’ve ever
known. Imagine for a moment that you are in an empty room, completely blank, dark, void of
light. Next, you begin to feel a strange sensation from the farthest corner. This sensation, seems
familiar at first, but then you realize that it’s something totally separate from yourself, totally
separate from anything you’ve ever known physically.
As you begin to feel this strange new entity, the most amazing thing happens. In that moment,
you find yourself in a deep state of calm, but ambitious awareness. It’s as if you are beginning to
see through the eyes of this new entity, as it opens them for the first time.
In that moment colors, orbs of light, and waves of movement come into focus.
This, is seeing through the eyes of Source.

Self
In order to take the experience of The Amazon and give it meaning, as beautiful
as it may seem after seeing through the eyes of Source, we must finally come
home and return to the physical. This may seem like the end to a wonderful
journey, but there’s a catch.
The Amazon isn’t what you think it is, and that’s the point.
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This isn’t a set of experiences that are designed to hand you all the pieces so that you can try to
rationalize the experience.
It is a set of experiences that are intended to produce long lasting change
through a perspective you’ve never had, in a way you’ve never felt.
In fact, you may find The Amazon to be the exact opposite of what you think it is. And yes, this
is a good thing.
No, this is a GREAT thing.
We MUST trick the body into transformation, therefore THOUGHT AND
RATIONALIZATION ARE NOT ALWAYS REQUIRED. There is simply no other way. If it
sees it coming, or feels it as work, then the mind will force the familiar mechanisms that resist
change and begin to govern the experience. With all its senses, memories, judgments,
assumptions, etc. the experience of The Amazon will get lost.
This is not what our true self wants.
And now to the really good part.
Nothing could be more powerful than offering this new experience through the simplicity of a
pair of headphones and a relaxing location, where we won’t be bothered by the outside world.
This brings me to my final and most critical point. This point, is the fact that there is nothing
familiar to get.
And, this will result in one of two possible experiences.
One, we listen intently to the audios and allow ourselves to be absorbed through the experience,
which is wonderful. Or, two, we allow the mind to take control over the experience through
every day worries, concerns, thoughts, fears and so on.
Either way, the intention of these audios is to allow ourselves a state of progression until we are
finally ready for whatever message comes our way.
Let me make this VERY clear.
As simple as these audios may seem, there is a powerful message beyond words that await you
towards the end. In fact, this end is a new beginning that, if you allow it, will change everything
about the way you look at the world. So, without waiting any further, find yourself a
comfortable and safe place where you can relax, and get ready for an experience of a lifetime.
Welcome to The Amazon.
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THE SIMULATIONS
Preparing for the journey

The Amazon Complete Journey
Description: This is the entire atmospheric and orchestral journey. It
includes everything from the beginning ride to the river, deep into the
jungle, to the final Shaman ritual.
Instructions: When you play this module, you will be taken from the
busy streets of Peru, over the Amazon rivers, straight into the jungle.
After several shifts in environment, you will complete your journey
with a Shaman ritual.
The key takeaway for this experience, is to simply enjoy the journey.
This is a full 48-minute experience and has many emotional highs and lows.

Module Number Two: Etheric Roots
Description: Etheric Roots includes the rich sounds of the afternoon
jungle with a background of emotional tonal atmospheric score. Distant
thunder can be heard periodically as well.
Instructions: This is a very powerful simulation. It includes a flowing
atmospheric soundtrack that is meant to produce the feeling of spacial
distance. The feeling

Module Number Three: Grounding Storm
Description: The midnight storm rings off in the distance as
Daniel stands deep in the jungle. Nightlife also accompanies
occasional rain, thunder, and ambient movement.
Instructions: This one is pretty simple. There are no sounds
other than what was naturally occurring in the moment that
Daniel recorded them. The sounds, without a doubt, will fill your
ears with the jungle as if you were actually there. You’ll hear
ever inch of the environment crackle, sway, and bend the air
around it. Plus, the distant rumble of thunder will give you a kind
of warmth as it comes closer. This audio could be used to relax, even sleep to. Just allow
yourself to enjoy the smallest of sounds, as they enter your headphones.
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Module Number Four: Healing Earth
Description: A beautiful combination of
light jungle atmosphere and transitional
soft rain. Accompanied by the relaxing
sounds of Adam’s song Earthbound Light.
Instructions: This special module comes
with one of the most popular atmospherics
Adam has ever created, Earthbound Light.
This combined with the nighttime jungle
environment is one of the most calming experiences you can
have. The birth of duality, the introduction to creation. Source has created the beautiful planet
Earth as a representation of body, of duality, of self. Within this duality is the most precious gift
we could ever give, or ever receive.
This gift, is the reflection of self. This gift, is you.

Module Number Five: Morning Embrace
Description: Morning jungle atmosphere with echoing insects,
blowing foliage, and evolving euphoric ambient tones. An ocean of
energy emerges as Source begins to breathe its first breath.
Instructions: Morning Embrace was created for those who have a
hard time falling asleep. It has a unique soundscape and constant
atmospheric tone throughout. Listen to this audio as you drift off to
sleep, or if you have a hard time falling back to sleep after waking in
early morning.
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Module Number Six: Morning Embrace
(Hemispheric)
Description: The same backdrop as the original Morning
Embrace, but with incredibly lush hypnotic and evolving phase,
allowing the feeling of swimming in pure light.
Instructions: This simulation is, without a doubt, one of the
most powerful experiences in this entire series. The audio was
literally created to produce a euphoric platform for awake
dreaming. What this means, is that by allowing yourself to drift
– preferably while lying down – the listener can obtain the
sensation of conscious floating. Conscious Flowing is a kind of waking sleep, where the body
becomes so light, it often falls asleep while the mind stays awake. For those who are familiar
with O.B.E. (Out of Body Experience), or conscious dreaming, this audio will make you feel
quite at home.

Module Numbers Seven and Eight: The
Transition
Description: Running Amazon river, transitioning from rain, to
deep forest. The environmental sounds are accompanied by beautiful
tonal voices, with echoing bowls and crystalline sounds.
Instructions: This audio was made to introduce a kind of empathic
expression. The sounds blend from smooth atmospheric, to a kind of
calling deep within the background. Its uses range from
programming a positive morning, to deep evening contemplation.
Furthermore, there is a 12-minute version for mid-day reset and rebalancing.

Module Number Nine: Tribal Connect
Description: Rhythmic drums, echoing tribal flutes, and deep
emotional orchestra, all backed by light jungle rain, will put you deep
into the Amazon experience.
Instructions: This simulation was meant to recover strength and
balance. It can be listened to for anytime you feel a need for
grounding yourself or expressing personal power. The subtle voices
are backed by constant deep drums, all led by tribal flutes and rich
stringed orchestra.
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Spoken Journeys with Daniel
Module Number Ten: Connecting to Essence
Verbal and Audio Simulation with Daniel
This studio quality simulation with Daniel will include a short
auditory introduction, as he will then share the lessons he’s learned
from the shamans at Pumamarca in Peru.

Module Number Eleven:
Unconditional Acceptance
Verbal and Audio Simulation with Daniel
This simulation with Daniel will show you how accepting the reality that
currently is, can help you get to where you want to be.

Module Number Twelve: Unconditional
Forgiveness
Verbal and Audio Simulation with Daniel
This simulation with Daniel shares a deep reflection of how
forgiveness is an outside action, for an internal result.

Module Number Thirteen: Celebrating Life
Verbal and Audio Simulation with Daniel
This studio quality simulation will include shamans chanting, as Daniel
shares how to leverage gratitude, and how to be less rigid, so one may
celebrate life.
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Songs: Into the Amazon, The Pioneer, and Sacred Jungle
The Sacred Jungle: The song taken from the main Amazon Journey is what ties the two worlds
together. Nylon guitar, beautiful orchestra, and angelic violin.
Into the Amazon: This is the true heart behind The Amazon collection. Beginning with nylon
guitar, this song crescendos into full orchestra as it embraces the soul behind this powerful
project.
The Pioneer: Light hand played drums, vibes, echoing flute, and nylon guitar, all reach into a
deeper transition via cello and orchestra.
Instructions: These are songs and can be listened to for any reason you feel necessary.
However, all three are included as a score to the main 48-minute Complete Journey. Because of
this, they will produce a sentimental effect. This effect offers a sense of empowerment, and
connection to the entire experience. In short, they are yours to do what you wish, when you
wish, and how you wish.
We hope you enjoy the journey,
Daniel Gutierrez and Adam King
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